ACROSS
1. IM option replaced by Hangouts
6. Core
11. Fifth in a scale
14. Fictional architect who dynamites his own housing project
15. Word addressed "to you and you and you" by Friedrich von Trapp
16. Avant-garde figure mentored by 37 Down
17. ... 
19. Acrylic finish?
20. "Storage ___" (A&E reality show)
21. "Get out of here!"
22. Artie on the clarinet
23. ... 
27. Certain desk cover
29. Cheek, in slang
30. Merciless
31. Use the wrong way
35. Memory unit, for short
36. Triangle-over-a-bar remote button, often
38. Narrow inlet
39. The "P" in PET scan
42. Parishioners, metaphorically
44. "Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of ___" (1972 Newbery Medal book)
45. Books full of legends
47. ... 
51. "Tosca" setting
52. Flight-deck VIP
53. With 65 Across, capital where Polynesian Airlines is based
56. Kerfuffle
57. ... 
60. Compass pt.
61. Athlete at 49 Down
62. "For Every Bird ___" (Emily Dickinson work)
63. "___ port in a storm"
64. "I failed to make the ___ team because of my height": Woody Allen
65. See 53 Across

DOWN
1. Cultivate
2. Food ___ (big-meal side effect, facetiously)
3. Part of a restoration project on a dome?
4. Gallery draw
5. B'way purchase
6. Like Mr. Bean skits
7. Sight on a suitcase handle
8. Reduced-fat or low-sodium, say
9. Kinsey's research focus
10. Palindromic admonition
11. City of skier Mikaela Shiffrin's Olympic debut
12. Hour in the graveyard shift
13. "Camelot" tunesmith
14. Name in Canadian fill-ups
22. Polka segment
24. NHL's Blues, on sports tickers
25. Remove from office
26. Pharma watchdog
27. Law-enforcement gp. who wear Stetsons
28. Mystery ___ (October 2017 snack release)
31. Elks, traditionally
32. Form for Charles Baudelaire or Gertrude Stein
33. Targets of mayonnaise scalp treatments
34. Goes on and on
36. Bombeck who said "I come from a family where gravy is considered a beverage"
37. Composer known for inserting objects between piano strings
38. "Picnic" playwright
39. Like the sheriff's star, in westerns
40. Winter bug
41. Dish craved by Garfield
42. Distractions to the racing Atalanta
44. Jacques of "Mon Oncle"
45. "The Devil Wears ___" sculptor
46. "The Gates of Hell" sculltor
49. University next to Atlanta's Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
50. Feature of a morning coat
51. "Street Dreams" rapper